
The Writer’s Guide to Dealing With
Rejection From Outside Sources

This is an extra resource to go along with the original article:

How to Keep Writing When You're Discouraged

Feeling discouraged is a normal reaction to rejection from outside sources, such as from a
literary agent or a critically panned book. How do you deal with non-stop rejection without
getting discouraged?

Don’t Take It Personally

When people criticize your book or decline to represent it, don’t take it personally. They don’t
know you and they’re certainly not making a statement about your worthiness. Instead, they’re
just saying it’s not for them, and that’s okay. Each “no” gets you closer to finding the people who
will love your book.

Don't Think About How Bad Your Draft Is

Your first draft is trash. Don’t expect perfection on your first go-through. That’s a setup for
automatic disappointment. Instead, be realistic with yourself and know that you can always
improve with multiple pass-throughs.

Write Through It

When you’re discouraged or disappointed, don’t stop writing. This is seriously the best advice I
can offer and one that I use myself. Don’t allow discouragement to stop you from writing, even if
you’re doubting your writing ability. Think about it: If you’re insecure about your writing, the best
way to get better is to write more.

Get Out of the Rut

Switch things up. Instead of sticking to the same routine, change what you do. Write at a
different time. Write in a different room. Change your daily writing goal.
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Change What You're Writing About

Instead of writing the same thing, consider writing in a totally different genre. Writing in a
different style can challenge your thinking and reinforce your love for writing in your chosen
genre.

Take a Short Break

If you absolutely cannot write due to discouragement, consider taking a short break! Don’t take
any longer than three days away from writing. (If you do, you can break your momentum.)
Taking a short break can show you that you miss writing and want to do it.


